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a trusted partner
Global Furniture Group o�ers a broad range of furniture products and solutions designed 

for the healthcare, workplace, hospitality, and education markets. Within a healthcare

environment, we understand the importance our products play in creating spaces which

support caregivers, patients and their families. Our goal is to elevate every experience by

providing comfortable, flexible and engaging furnishings for every space.

caregiver space
Caregivers shift constantly from direct patient care to administrative tasks and information

sharing. Concentrated work, peer collaboration and consultations with families and patients 

work best when space matches the activity. Caregivers need quiet areas, private spaces and 

open, connected places, allowing them to engage with not only patients, but coworkers as well.

community space
More than just the front lobby. Community space plays a part in shaping the experience in

healthcare environment. These spaces are designed to foster connection and o�er choices that 

should support families or small groups to gather with varying levels of privacy. These areas 

are accessible to all and should be comfortable and able to accommodate long or short-term 

waiting.

patient space
Patient spaces serve multiple functions in today’s healthcare environment. Not only a space for 

providing the safe delivery of clinical services, but also where consultation, learning and sharing 

happens. These spaces should be designed to empower patients while supporting their needs 

and providing comfort, dignity and care.
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reception +
registration

The healthcare experience starts 

at registration and waiting areas.

Welcoming visitors into a safe,

comfortable environment reduces 

stress and assists in building trust.

Vitrola seating

community space
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Erin

River+

Drift Kate

community space       reception + registration

Wind seating and tables; Calidon seating and tables
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café + dining

Café and dining areas o�er a place to 

gather, collaborate and nourish our

bodies. Whether grabbing a snack, a 

quick cup of co�ee or a full meal, a

well-designed café with a diverse collection 

of furnishings creates multi-use space that 

can reduce stress and provide welcome

respite.

Popcorn and River seating; Boardroom tables

community space



8 9community space       café + dining

Swap Venture

Ballara and Duet seating

Bakhita FlapPopcorn
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patient +
treatment

Patient care spaces play an integral role 

in the healing process. Used for minutes, 

days or weeks, these spaces serve multiple

functions and need to be welcoming to 

patients and their families, while providing 

caregivers the access to deliver the best 

care.

GC Sidero seating; Primacare recliner;
Foot activated stool

patient space
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Overbed Table

Nourish Primacare Recliner GC Belong

Dreme Sleeper

Coast and Overbed Table

patient space       patient + treatment
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meeting +
consultation

Important discussions require spaces 

that support the conversation. Providing

patients, their families and healthcare

specialists personalized, flexible spaces 

create environments to meet everyone’s 

needs.

Primacare modular; Primacare seating

patient space



16 17patient space       meeting + consultation

Zira table + Loover seating

Zira Media Wall; Swap table; Drift seating

Swap table; Solar and River seating
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nursing +
education

Caregivers play a vital role in creating 

a positive patient experience. Creating

comfortable, agile work space solutions 

help to improve e�ciency and  optimize 

collaboration, while reducing caregiver 

burnout.

Compile Nurse Station: Ballara seating

caregiver space



20 21caregiver space       nursing + education

Power Beam + Vion Seating; FreeFit Height Adjustable tables

Vion Foot Activated Stool Factor

Novello seating; Vion pedestal seating
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sta� lounge +
respite space

Creating restorative environments for 

caregivers can be crucial in maintaining 

their mental health and well-being. These 

spaces can provide a simple quiet respite, 

a place to catch up on work, or to regroup 

and refocus.

1200 Series personal lockers; River+

caregiver space
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River Harbor

Vitrola GC Sirena

Priva

River+ Lounge and Primacare seating; table; Media Hearth

caregiver space       sta� lounge + respite space
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o�ces +
administration

The people and teams who lead and

manage the business side of healthcare

require e�cient and comfortable work

environments. Well-designed spaces

minimize distractions, improve performance 

and reduce fatigue.

Evolve; Vion seating; Princeton stools

caregiver space
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Corby + Global Accord

Zira + Factor

caregiver space       o�ces + administration

Zira desking; Global Accord seating
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